Report for SACC AGM by Ewan Leeming
Dear Mr Chairman, Committee members and Delegates.
First of all, please accept my apologises for absence this evening. I am currently looking after my
Parents' farm for a week while they are on holiday and can't take an evening away from the various
animals I have to feed.
Secondly, I would like to formally stand for the role of Navigational Rally Representative during
the election part of the AGM.
So far this year, two championship events have run: The Gropers with 9 entries and the Nuit
Blanche with 12, although on the first attempt which I postponed because of weather we would
have had 16.
Here is a championship table to date:

Name
Exp Driver
Neil Jones
Charlie Brown
Colin Christie
Harry Merry
Daniel Forsyth

Gropers

Nuit Blanche
11
16
9
13
10

16

Exp Nav
Gordon Reid
Ewan Leeming
Peter Weall
David Law
Stuart Harrington

16
13
11
9
10

Nov Driver
Donald Urquhart

16

16

16

16
13

Nov Nav
Eilidh Urquhart
Neil Morrison

16
16

There are a few people to get 1 point for the Nuit Blanche because they entered the first running but
couldn't do the second.
The remainder of the season is as follows:
25 August 2012 (TBC)
Autumn Rally Highland CC
27 October 2012
Hairst Rally Stonehaven & District MC
10 November 2012 Early Winter Rally Border Ecosse CC
08 December 2012 (TBC) Williamson 100 RallyAberdeen & District MC

The Boontree Birl is also still down as TBC from back in January. I'd love to hear from anyone in
750 about whether it might run or not.
If any other clubs are running ANY events I'd love to hear about it as well.
I'm watching the restructuring of the Northern Irish championship with a lot of interest and for the
next meeting hope to have a plan for next year that will provide a championship that suits the
competitors and events better since I feel the present format is not fit for purpose.
Two things of rather immeadiate concern have come up: Highland Car Club recently got in touch
about problems claiming on the insurance after an incident on a Navigational Rally. If they have
not already done so, can they get in contact with Jason Ferry (Hawick) who has had a similar
experience in the past. I will speak to them both sometime over the summer.
Secondly, during the Nuit Blanche a small PR problem flared up. On the road in question, a rogue
code board had been found on the recce, not belonging to any known local club. Jonathon Lord
knew nothing of any events taking place on that road in the past few years, so it is entirely possible
the some sort of event may be being run under the radar of the MSA/RSAC.
There are a few other things I wanted to raise in person, both trivial and less so, but they'll have to
wait until I can make the next meeting.
Yours,
Ewan Leeming (BECC)

